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Dame Zaha Hadid – some say “starchitect,” others say the “Lady Gaga of architecture” 

– simply by numbers alone is a phenomenal sight: 950 projects in 44 countries, 400 staff in 55 nations. 

But how does one define a visionary whose ideas go against confinement and structure, 

for whom progress transmutes into no particular formula?
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Her undulating, cresting curves come across like umami for the senses – they’re not 

just a feast for the eyes, but also food for thought and sublime sustenance for the 

soul. Her form is fluid, flowing through northeast London in a balletic sequence of 

turns both pleasing and unexpected.  She is  at  once mesmerising,  captivating,  

unforgettable, and iconic, but her tact remains humble, choosing instead to nod 

towards a more graceful approach. 

Her name is unmistakable – the London Aquatics Centre, the city’s pride and joy from 

the 2012 Olympics, loosened its stiff upper lip, and is both cool to behold and warm 

to experience. But it might as well also describe Dame Zaha Hadid, its visionary 

creator, whose own honorary medal count is Phelpsian: one of BBC’s 2013 100 most 

powerful women in the UK, the prestigious Aenne Burda Award for Creative Leadership, 

a Forbes Most Powerful Woman, the first female Laureate of the Pritzker Architecture 

Prize, the Jane Drew prize for outstanding contributors to women in the industry, and 

one of Time’s most influential people in the world – 

all on top of a list that scrolls as far as her imagination.

All these acclaims only preface the astounding odyssey 

of a Baghdad girl who grew up in a forward-thinking 

family when the city was plump with cosmopolitan 

change, liberation, freedom and social reform. Having 

attended London’s Architectural Association School of 

Architecture, a roiling maelstrom for ambitious,  

i n d e p e n d e n t l y  m i n d e d  d e s i g n e r s  i n  t h e  1 9 7 0 s  

only to graduate into a traditional business where 

“the moment my woman-ness was accepted, the 

Arab-ness seems to become a problem.” Further 

encrypting herself  outside of  convention was a 

fearless insistence to infuse baroque bewilderment 

into neo-modernist architecture, embodying the 

c h a o t i c  o p e n n e s s  o f  m o d e r n  l i f e  a l l  t h e  w h i l e  

leaving the beholder no single perspective to safely 

latch on to. By breaking the rules of classic formality, 

Hadid’s blueprints promise structures that morph 

before your very eyes, rendering them hard to grasp 

in increasingly stoic and monotonously mundane urban 

landscapes, a welcome breath of fresh air. 

“Perhaps there was a stigma against us,” says Hadid 

of how initial commissions such as The Peak in Hong Kong, an art and media centre 

in Dusseldorf and a Cardiff opera house never broke ground while peers and mentors 

like Rem Koolhaas, Will Alsop and Daniel Libeskind surged into stratospheric fame in 

the 1980s and 1990s. Her impressionistic, abstract paintings decrying typical spaces 

at the Museum of Modern Art’s Deconstructionist Architecture exhibition baffled critics.

“In the early days, the method we used to construct a drawing or painting or model 

led to new, exciting discoveries,” recalls Hadid. “We sometimes did not know what 

the research would lead to, but we knew there would be something and that all the 

experiments had to lead to perfecting the project. The system of research led to ideas 

– like a form of reverse archaeology.”
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A Budding Dream
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And that’s why in a plot twist that only unfurls in a Hadid narrative, it was a 

conservative American city that finally set the exclamation mark on the 

statement she had been ready to make for years: the Rosenthal Center for 

Contemporary Art upended the ordinary museum experience with an urban 

carpet of ribbon-like ramps zigzagging skyward from across one of Cincinnati’s 

busiest intersections to galleries housed in oblong tubes floating above.

Today, everyone wants a piece of Hadid’s interpretative style, respecting her 

true architectural colors: a social connector who brings a focal point to every 

element, to every human, landscape and culture element in a community 

through her work – everything and everyone comes together where she 

builds. By integrating dynamic and defiant shapes with natural topography 

and existing manmade infrastructure, Hadid brings an aesthetic cohesion to 

city life. More than just a brilliant and innovative architect, Hadid is crucial in 

catalysing the way we l ive,  a  revolutionary urban planner who prizes 

interaction between spaces above mere singular structures, one who builds 

blueprints for the future."
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P50 ／ The Guangzhou Opera House

P52,53 ／ Mobile Art Pavilion for CHANEL

P54 ／ Ordrupgaard Museum,Copenhagen, Denmark

P55 ／ ABU DHABI PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

★ Zaha Hadid ★
Prestigious architect. Pioneer in home design and indoor decoration. The youngest and only female 
winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize (2004). She was born 1950 in Iraq, currently an Iraqi Britain. 
In 1977, she was conferred upon a master’s degree by London Architectural Association (AA). She 
founded an architectural firm in Britain, creating innumerous award-winning works. She is engaged in 
practice, teaching and research at the same time.
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A Cultural Icon

Creating Interaction      Between Spaces
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